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**VAN ALLEN RADIATION BELTS**
- The Van Allen Radiation Belts are a region in space containing energetic particles trapped in the geomagnetic field.
- Spacecraft flying in the Radiation Belts experience many adverse effects. The energetic particles can degrade electronics, cause circuit logic errors, and charge the spacecraft surface. There is also a major health risk for astronauts due to radiation exposure.
- Solar coronal mass ejections and high-altitude nuclear explosions can cause the Radiation Belts to become enhanced.
- A prolonged enhanced of the Radiation Belts would be detrimental to our satellite fleet and the infrastructure which it supports.

**WHISTLER WAVES**
- Whistler waves are very low frequency (1-30 kHz) electromagnetic radio waves which propagate into the magnetosphere.
- Low frequency electromagnetic waves can be used to remove the energetic particles from the radiation belts.
- Whistler waves can be guided by regions of inhomogeneous plasma densities, commonly called ducts. This process, however, is not well understood.

**PURPOSE AND METHODOLOGY**
- Achieve physical understanding of how whistler waves propagate in density ducts.
- Analyze data for interesting events observed by NASA’s Van Allen Probes spacecraft.
- Perform simulations to model observation conditions.
- Compare simulations and observations.

**NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS**
- We use a magnetohydrodynamics code to simulate the propagation of the whistler waves within density ducts.
- Simulations of the exact event conditions are ongoing, but preliminary results (seen below) show that the whistlers can become trapped in the density ducts with minimal leakage.

**FUTURE WORK**
- As the Van Allen Probes continue collecting data, we will look for other interesting events showing whistler wave ducting. We will analyze the events and model them to achieve physical understanding of the ducting process.
- The results of this research will be important for proposed studies of launching whistler waves into the Radiation Belts to remove harmful energetic particles. This could be done with ground transmitters (shown below) or with spacecraft.
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